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High energy r-ray spectra were measured following the reactions ‘*O + “MO and s0Ti +
@‘Ni  forming the compound nucleus ‘l?% at the wne excitation energy of 66 MeV. The
angular momentum gated ~-ray spectra from both reactions can be described bye standard
statistical model calculations. The influence of particle and r-ray decay during the formation
time is found to be small in both reactions. This result ia eowistent  with predictions from
dissipative dynamics calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION tiplicity measurements [13] and subsequently extensively
studied with 7 rays from the GDR [14].

It has been known for a long time that dissipation
influences  heavy-ion reactions. One example of a pre
cesn in which dissipation plays a role is mwa  transfer
in deep-inelastic collisions;  a second example is the hin-
drance of fusion in certain very symmetric reactions first
explained within the framework of the dissipative dynam-
ical model by Swiatecki and coworkers [l-3].  However,
another effect that involves netily  symmetric reactions
is still not fully understood. Neutron multiplicity me-
aurements showed that the decay of certain fused sy+
terns depend on how they were formed [4,5] in appar-
ent disagreement with Bohr’s independence bypothwis.
Subsequently, the effect was  also observed in evaporation
residue [f3]  and fission measurements [7]. Among other
explanations it has been suggested  that the discrepanciap
in the more symmetric system were due to differences in
the formation times. However, these meaauremente are
still controversial and the results of the neutron multi-
plicity measurements  were not confirmed in recent work
[8,91.

A suitable probe for investigating effects in the early
stages of the compound nucleus formation and decay are
high energy y rays emitted from the giant dipole rest-
nance (GDR) built on highly excited states. The y rays
are predominantly emitted during the first steps of the
compound nucleus decay and the distribution of GDR
strength is sensitive to the shape of the emitting system.
The r-ray decay of the GDR following fusion reactions is
well understood [lO,ll]  and has been employed in other
contexts to study dynamical effects. It has been em-
ployed in the study of dissipation effects in fission reac-
tions [12] which also were first observed in neutron mul-

Recently the dynamical e&eta in the fusion evapora-
tion reactions in nearly symmetric heavy-ion collisions
were alao observed with the GDR 7 rays.  The observa-
tions were interpreted in terms of long formation times
during which particle and r-ray emission was possible
and subsequently influenced the decay of the compound
nucleus [16]. This effect could be qualitatively explained
by a model incorporating dissipation.

The model predicts that the long fusion time should
depend not only on the maas asymmetry of the reactants,
but also on the effective flaility  of the combined system.
In order to test the latter prediction we performed an
experiment similar to that reported in Ref. [15]  using
two reactions with different maas asymmetries leading to
a compound system with a smaller effective fissility.

We used the reactions I80  + “MO and 5oTi + 6oNi
forming the compound nucleus ‘l”Sn at 56 MeV to study
the possible differencea  of the dissipative effects in aaym-
metric and nearly symmetric reactions in a lighter mess
region than in Ref. [15]. According to the dissipative
dynamica models the formation time should be small.
We chose the compound nucleus ““Sn because the GDR
strength function haa been measured over a wide range
of excitation energies [l&19].  In addition ‘lo,%  is on
the average spherical even at hiih temperatures [17,20]
and should e&bit a GDR strength function with B single
Lorentaian component. This should increase the setitiv-
ity to nonspherical al+pes  arising from reaction dynami-
eel elkts.
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